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Investigation of Nonlinear Propagation and Chirping of Short CO2 Laser Pulses

Section I

INTRODUCTION

Under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, United Aircraft

Rese4xch Laboratories have been carrying out an experimental program to generate

short pulses at the 10.6 u wavelength, to study the propagation and interaction
p

of these pulses with amplifyirng arid absorbing media, and to investigate flowing

metal vapor lasers as sources of radiation in the blue-green portion of the spec-

truti. In the early work andet this contract new methods of Q-switching and mode-

loci.ng conventional low pressure CO, lasers were developed and pulses as.,short
2

ao 10 nsec were produced. In the course of this work, basic studies of the CO2

lfiZc,', such as the influence of diffusion on the saturation intensity and the

vlo,.ity dependence of the gain, were performed and lead to a better understanding

of' CO2 laser dynamics. The advent of the electrically pulsed atmospheric pressure

CO, laser increased the available bandwidth from 60 MHz to 2-3 GHz, leading to the
2

possibiLity of subhanosecond pulse generation. Self-mode-locking was extensively

i studied- and, realizing that reproducible pulse generation would require an active

modilator, a low insertion-loss Brewster angle acousto-optic modulator was developed.

Pzl:":: of 1.2 nsec duration arnd peak powers in excess of 20 MW were generated. For

thte (hetection of these pulses a fast photon-drag detector was developed. A singile

p L:,, s;clection from the modo-Lo,'1ked trazr. based on gas breakdown in a pair of 'ell-:

w'is explored during the .Lirr.rjt. cortra1t year. Research on metal vapor lasers has eon-

centrated on a transverse evapuwation-coneensation cycle and culminated during the

current year with the development of a small copper vapor laser with a fast closed-

4cycle transverse vapor flow. Pulse repetition rates in excess of 5 x 10 pps have

beeri demonstrated, representing about an order of magnitude increase over rates

reported prior to this work. The flow technique employed appears to have general

applicability to a class of condensable gas laser media, especially when sealed-off

laser operation is required.

I1
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Sections 2, 3, and 4 present a discussion of the research carried out during

the current year on short pulse detection, single pa?.se selection, and metal Nap.r

lasers, respectively. Details of the work carried out during the first tnree years

of this contrac' may be found in the Annual Reports, issued in Aprtl 1971 and May

1972. A brief suamary oi this work as vell as the current year's wore is given in

Section 6. A listing of the technical oubli. ations and reports issuec -.-ider this

contract may be found in Section

C

I

2
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Section 2

SPATIAL RESOLU]TION OF SHORT PULSES
WITH PHOTON-DRA" DETECTOR

2.1 itroduzticor

The orevioas annual report (Ref. 11 described the construction cf p hoton-

4rag detector which was demonstrated to h-ave, a circuit. response of 0.3- nsec, equal

:o the fundamental response t;;me of a 2.5 cm long detector element. Due to its

'ast response t,.ime th e display of a mode-loCked train or 1.2-nsec palses with. tr.is

detector did not sho.0W the ringing loaind with slower dete:tcrs. Urfort-unately, trie

st-ns~tivitv of Dhoton-d-raw *;-t,-:tor,, is lo , 11.vf~ n h ot~viaest

=rates at apptroxi=1ately 3J.3v. in order to -isplay short oases on: a Tewtron~fx type

1.9 oscilloscooe '-.0.3 nsec rerponse tim-e) signal levels on the order olf I-1Dyar-

req~ird;therefore. art amzpLifiler Itsthe resolzutIon to aoozroyf.=ately. 1 nsec.

1".'e afltural pulse width o." iode-loz~ed D-Ises must be -;.,:'erred :^rom a deconvol-Mior.

_fte ea s-jr ed Du Ls e 4Aid th an3-d a nolpfi z:ha ra _t er 's t;.-zs . A s -A res -1t v a rio uS

-.nd-rez nave~ been; pro-.osed for- resolv~ng sabnanosezond, d -ration .. lr

ersplcying the photon-drag ef~ezz (Ref. 2, ') and other non-linear sche-eS (Ref.-)

Recent studies (Ref. ~,Ehowever, indicate soze reneued hone for direzt detezt'o.

T-hree tyzes of 1ndirec-t pilse zeas.rezent schem-es are b--riefly deszrzbed elow

Of t*-. tre tne earlis -etnb dproposeA~ Patel in 197]. (Fef. 2), :is not be-:.

e,,perim-en tallyv deorate,;av --nder tos ontrazct an attesn:t ta: cee -de to z.t

.. .s 7-ethnod Into orc.- .- r onr!deratlons 'Ind :n oss:tr_-:tion o:

a device are d c:.i-ssed beLow. F>' est;_rrx o: t$-e devi-Ze :a5: not been z:%rr-.ec out

r A. :.- comarison to th- otlher nnotcn--rar tenFie (ef. 3) n!= etnod anrerirs

Thne frst o' 1%t, 'nt*drezt sznezes empoynv.% t--_ zptnda ~f~ . rozosned

byZael in 1971 'Red'. 2) an *s illustrated; i . 1. -,he Lase- ou;tnit is split
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L into tIwo beams of equal intenzity, which are .lirected onto the detector element

from two opposite directions. rThe 1rey to this detector scheme is that the signl

of the photon-drag voltage depezids on the direction of propagation~ of the odlse

through the detector. When the pro-be is zentered In the optic:al bridge, position

I, the pulses traveing from the right and the left overlap In the detector, Com-

plet~e cancellation of the opposing vottages oc:xzrs. and a null o'At.It is observe.

As the detector is moved to the left, prisLition 2, the right traveling puls'.-e arri-ves

earlier and the positive voltage signature .'ccai~ at a tine 2t = 2d/c earier than

the negative voltage signature. Carcellato i o ncomplet-,.. For a short pulse

the resulting signature is too fast to be t;.splasyed -. rectly on an oscilloscope

and the success o-f the schemce relies on being able to rectiy the compound signa-

ture with a fast full wave rec tif ier in order to integ~rate and display the o~It;_t

with a slow oscilloszone. The peak voltage iz then WerseLy related to the degree

of over)ap.. By varying the probue position the =tho' s-Uo-.s the degree of !rzatlal

overlap, and hence the pulse width, to be measured. A tii. sadvantap-e of this methodi

is t%:,at shot-t.o-s;hot variations in the operation of t.-- baser Cannot b-e dirt-Inguished.

The sezond technMique employfs both a photon-drag "Itctor and two no'n-ear

absorbers in an optical bridge, as shown In Fig. 2. ps hoton-drag detector Is

c:entered in the opti cel bridge to give a null outopzt w the movable nonlinea.-

absorb-er is far off-center. The two ideally iden-.ical, nc-ilinear absorbers =ust-

!have a respon-se time subst antizallyz shorter thar the -uLsc .dths to be zeasuret.

Gibson, et. "-I., (Ref. 3), jzse,; nolishea sl!ices of p-t- pe sem'"* et a Bre-.Sterls

;nle as the no n a asorlbers . When -he mov-atle nonlI4ne-ur absorber 's far of:

c:enter the two :oIlses arriving at the photon-drag detect-i haeenjal fntensit. and

a nLull ot' is sf-en. As the movable %bsorber :s moued t,u 'rd 1',e zenter. tn e

pailses fro= the righ-t and the left overlap 1- thi.s absorber a -x !rrease -t1e a;.-

sorptron of Zthe Later portions of the pulIse fromt" left. vht~ ay .h~e t-.0

ale7arri.ving at thle ohotc'-ra detector are not -drizl t~t -.egree nf zismatzc

increasing as the movabtle absorber =ovez toward th-e :enter of tre r1 ge, and a
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non-null output is seen. From an analysis of this method, Gibson, et. al., show
2 2that the pulse width for either a gaussian or a sin x/x pulse is given by

11 (2. 1)
1.41 c

where I is the distance the movable absorber must be moved from the mid-point of

the bridge to reduce the out-of-balance signal by a factor of 2. Apparently an

exacting allignment procedure is required to keep the two beams coincidently fo-

cussed on the movable nonlinear absorber, an essential requirement for the success

of the method. In addition the physical restriction on how closely the optical

assembly containing the nonlinear absorber and the focussing lenses can be placed

next to the photon-drag detector is a limitation on this technique. Exact coin-

cidence of the two beams in the photon-drag detector is not essential, so that the

first method discussed above, offers operational advantages, providing a fast full-

wave diode bridge can be realized in practice.

A third indirect technique for measuring short pulses at the 10.6 micron

wavelength has recently been reported (Ref. 4), wherein the electric field from a

high power laser is used to produce birefringence in carbon disulfide, which Ir.

turn can modulate visible or near-infrared radiation. The modulation of the probe

beam can be detected with the fast sensitive detectors for this spectral range

which have response times on the order of 100 nsec. Since the response time of

the molecular Kerr effect In carbon disulfide is reported to be 2 psec (Ref. 7),

the detection of eVen shorter pulses could be carried out with streak cameras having

picosecond response times. This technique has been demonstrated (Ref. 4). using

a mode-locked train of pulses from a TEA laser to induce birefringence in a 1.5-cm

long carbon disulfide cell which is placed between crossed polarizers. The modu-

ji lation of a c.w. He-Ne beam was detected by a photomultiplier and displayed on a

7904 oscilloscope along with the output from a photon-drag detector. A comparison

of the traces shows that the strongest pulses in the mode-locked train give rise to

a strong modulation of the He-Ne beam, but that signal-to-noise problems exists for
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the weaker pulses. Improvements in the detection schemes are expected through

the ue of a pulsed probe beam and a lO-psec streaking camera. Of the three tech-

niques considered here this one appears to have the greatest promise since it has

the highest ultimate response time and provides a pulse width measurement on a

single pulse.

2.3 Design Considerations

Of the three devices considered above, the first one had not been demonstrated;

and, sin!e it ppeared to be the only available technique a year ago, the decision

was made to construct a device of this type. The design of such a device involved

* considerations of the detector ement itself, the diode circuit, and the optical

systems.

High speed microwave diodes have fairly low impedance allowing some flexibility

in the resistance of the detector itself. A 30-ohm dt-tector having dimensions of

mm x 4 mr x 2.4 cm was constructed from 2 ohm-cm p-type (Ga doped) germanium.

X 1015 -3The hole concentration for 2 ohm-cm p-type germanium is 1.8 x l cm"3 and ,,or the

absorption cross-section of holes at lO. Lm (Ref. 8) an abso'rrtion oefficient of

1.08 cm 1 is calculated. Thus, with a 2.4 cm sample length, 9;% of the radiation

is absorbed. The faces of the detector were optically polished but not antireflec-

tion coated so that a front surface loss o 36% is expected. Using this information

and the measured detectivity of photon..drag detectors (Ref. 9) a sensitivity of

0.250 v/v is predicted.

The key element in This design is the full wave rectifier bridge capable o:

operating at the high frequen,:ies containei in the short pulse. Low-loss X-ban6

diodes are available for such an applicaticn. The dicies used in this design are

Alpha D)618A team lead S hottky barrier mixer diodes. These (,dodes hae a 0.3-v

forward turn-on voltag,. and typically a 3-v breakdor, voltage, giving an operating

range of 1.2 MW to 12 NN for the incident power of the optical pulse. Since the

iopedance oi The diodes is indeterminate there is no sense in attempting to ri~tTh

the im i-nce of the detector element itself and the diode bridge in order t, re-

duce circuit reflections. To keep the time response of' the circait as fast as

6

- --
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possib]e, the design illustrated in Fig. 3 was used. The detector element was

fixed to the top of a 0.025-in ceramic substrate. Picture frame aluminutm co,,-

tacts were diffused into the germanium detector. The tapered planar gold con-

ducting paths on the bottom side, as well as conducting pads on the top surface

and over the edges, were produced photo-lithographicall'. Th' diodes were ultra-

sonically bonded to the conducting pads and to the output posts tabz. On post IS

connected to the BNC output jack, and the other one provides a ground point, if

necessary, or can be used to bias the dioc s.

The optical system is also shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a pair of 5-in

focal length lenses to focus a 0.5-in optical beam oro 4 ,... tctor surface.

The high index of refraction of germanium converts this i:ocLUx r b~am into a

nearly parallel beam within the detector.

This device was tested with a 1.5 MW beam of 200 nse- duration (non-more-

locked) entering only one side of the detector. in t.is con'igiration an output

similar to the usual photon-drag (etector sioild have been seen. Insteat,- large

ringing signal was observed. This may be due to the :act that the power in the

beam was not sufficient to overcome the forward turn-on voltage, or that additional

electrostatic and electromagnetic shielding is required. Both of these possibilities

are presently under study.

2.4 Sumnary

The limitations -of' direct detection sCh-?mes have been considered brie ly qnd

three in.d3irect schemes for measuzring tne p;Ise widtih olf shrt -.;ode-locked pulses

at l0. 6m have been des-rhed. Of the thre- F 'hemes. orne ha-- not I st ided pre-

vsously and the esigr. of s.ich dev;,- was irtatei. Test".g o!" V-- $-. i

q6Aently being pJr.lee.

7

1
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Section 3

PULSE SELECTION BASED ON GAS BREAKDOWN

[ " 3.1 Introduction

The technique illustrated in Fig. 4 was proposed as a method of selecting

a single pulse from a train of mode-locked pulses. The electrically Pilsed CO2

laser is placed in a ring resonator, together with the acousto-ootic modulator and

a two-lens gas breakdown cell. The laser is forced to operate in a clockwise di-

rection by means of a unidirectional element. With no breakdown occuring in the

cell, the pulse train illastrated in trace (A) would be seen. By adjusting the

pressure in the cell, breakdown can be made to occur on one of the most intense

pulses in the train. Then the pulse illustrated in trace (B) is reflected from

the plasma, exiting ir. the counter-clockwIse direction. One advantage of this

scheme is that the synchronization problems encountered with the use of electro-

optic s'itches can be eliminated. For this method to be useful the plasma re-

flectivity must be sufficiently high, the beam quality o: the ejected beam mast

be good enough to allow the pulse to undergo subsequent stages of am-Dli-'-ficati-on

and the ratio of the amplitude of the selected pulse to the background level must

be high. There is very little data available on the reflectivity of plasmas pro-

duced by CO laser radiation. A reflectivity in excess of 10% was inferred by
2

Karlov, et. al., (Ref. 10), fror. the modulation of a 10-,sec TEA laser pulse by an

_ Intracavity olasmoid; howeve., this relatively stationary plasma dilfers from tne

transient one considered In t.-_ present study. With a 200-nsec pulsewidth.

Offenberger and Burnett (Ref. i) ,oave measured a reflectivity of 2% from a hydro-

gen breakdown plasma at a pressure of 1501 Torr. The optical quality of the

reflected pulse depends on the growth of the breaKdown pLas.ma. Strea. photographs

of the luminosity .rom a ureakdown plasma indicate (Ref. 12) a .zmooth growth in

both the radial and axial directions; therefore, a re-sonable beam quality is ex-

pected. Finally, the bacgground radiation level prior to the ejection of the

pulse will be small ii a truly unidirectional operation zan be a.-neve and if the

scat. r of the partially reflecting mirror is ,-na]l, both conditions being reason-

ably easy to achieve in theory. However, after the desired pulse is ejected from

8
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the cavity the sig' al-to-noise level may bt degraded as follows: The leading

portion of the pulse generating the breakdown is transmitted through the focal

region and after a cavity ro-nd trip is incident once again on the breakdown cell.

If, after the round trip time, approximately 50 nsec in a typical laboratory

setup, the plasma is still highly reflecting, another pulse will be ejected from

the cavity. However, if the plasma expands rapidly during the 50 nse= -and is

sufficiently cool, the reflectivity may be reduced by several orders o; magnitude.

This problem as well as the previouis ones must be subject to experimental scr.:.ity.

A fundamental advantage to this pulse selection technique is the possibility

of sharpening of the leading edge of the pulse by the rapid "turn-on" of the

plasma reflectivity. Neglecting losses the index of refraction, u, of a Dlasma

is given by (Ref. 13)

2
2 (31p

= -(

2
n e 3

where w is the radian frequency o:" tne field. w is the piasma frequency, n is thep
electron concentration and e and m are the electron :nrge and: mass, respectively.

The reflectivity of the plasma riven I"y

(U-1) 2 (3.3)

For 10.6 micron radiation the radan *requency is 1.79 x 10 sec - the Ltma

lI,' - '
frequency is equal to th- - dian frequen-v at an electron concentration of ij m

At this point the index oi refraction become. pare - imaginary within the ;rameworK

of this simple mdel arid the plasma is I0O04 reflezting. However, at an electron

9q
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concentration of 1  c m the index of refraction deviates from unity by only

0.05 and the plasma reflectivity is approximately 6 x 10 . Thus a factor of

ten grouth in the electrcn concentration results in a dramatic increase in the

plasma reflectivity.

Estimates of the electron grr-th can be obtained by recent computer calcl,-

lacio::s of clean-air breakdown (14). In these calculatois a square laser pulse

and an initiaLl electron concentration of 10 cm are ass:med, and the growth of

the electron temperature and concentration are solved in a self-consistent :manner,

taking into account the various energy osses. Results for two different field

values are snown in Fig- 5. For the th:'eshold field o' .I x 10 v/cm, the eLeC -

tron temperature achieves an equilibrium value o 3.7 x 10 K after approximately

0.5 nsec but the electron concentration does not start to grow intil the electron

wiOtemperature reac,:s 3 x 1O th re-after, it grows expo:nent ially with a time

constant determined by t:.e rates appropriate to the steady-s-tate electron tem ora-
ture. Although this curve does not extend beyond a . oncentration o'" 13 ., -

appears that a time constant on the order o: 0.5 nsec results in a ten-fold increase

Ln the electron concentration. For the higher field o. 1.. 7 x !3 v/cm, the steady-

state electron temperature is reached after 0.0( nsec and the Erowth of the electron

conceutration starts at On.O4 nsec, when the electron temperatzre is once again

approximately 3 x 10 K. The ensuing exponential growth proceeds - the higher

rate determined by the correspondingly h!rher eleztron tempera',ure. For a ramninr

pulse typical of experimpntal to r. .....ti .. i+ nn !,,- arg.;eAi tI . %::. lcLron Lemer-

ature w:ll initially increase at a siower rate and t.at the elec:tron concentra--tion

Mil not start to grow anti the t-r.ncrare is on tne or!r of 3v 13 K. . .ow

s::ce the intensity continues to r:se. steady-state electron temperature ,:ill not

be realized; rather, the temperature w.i :ont:n.)e to -arease and the time con.-tant

for the electron growth wIL be progress veij, :aster. For a fa5t ra'poin. nuIse

o! nanosecota! arat.fon, the time required "or tne eleztron :oncentrat"on to ;ro
IA -1 -LC? re ~a ifrom 10 cm ; to 10 ' cm will he sibstantially shorter than 0.5 nsec. A cor-

respond~ngly sharp growth of the plasma refl.ectivity is expected from the preceeding

d iscuss ion. I0I
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3.2 Exploration of the Ring Laser Concept

A ring laser was set up to explore this concept. owe- output with this

geometry vos found to be comparable to that obtained with the standard Fabry-

Perot type structures. There was speculation that the ring laser might run in

only one direction ,ithout the use of a unidirection element, because of radiation

scattering or inhomogenous excitation of the laser medium. This did not prove to

be the case. On each firing cf The laser, more-or-less equal outputs were obtained

in the two beams. An attempt was made to force the laser to run in one direction

by placing a partially reflecting mirror in nne of the exit beams, redirecting a

portion of that beam through the gain medium. Even with 60% feedback it was not

possible to quench the se'ord beam. Another Dossible technique, which has recently

been demonstrated but not tried at the time, is the use of a c.w. probe beam to

injection loc& the pulsed laser (Ref. 15). This, it appeared that a unidirectional

elemewt is required.

At the 0. 6d wavelength, a unidirect.on element can be J'or.ied with a CdS -u-rter

wave plate and an InSb Faraday rotator. The principal axis of ,.he quarter wav!

plate is set at 45 to the desired polarizat4on direction. By adjusting the mar-
00

.-etic field to give a 5 rotation in thParaday element the net rotaiion of a

clockwise wave ;s 0 whereas the r)tation of a counter-clockwise . ve Ls 9 , Te

counter-clockwise wave vill sufer 7.6% reflection losses at each air-Brewster salt

interface and 77.5% losses at each air-B.'euster german.um "nter'ace, resulting,

a 96% loss per pass. CdS qarter wav. plates are commercially available, and antl-

reflection coatings have been developed w .tn 984 transmission and c.'w..soer tole-

rances of 200 W/cm 2  An InSb Faraday rotator has been constructed at UARL j-dr

a separate corporate sponsored program. The tree carrier ,on:,ntrat .on o: tne ele-
6 -32

m•ent is 5 x 1 M r! v;nir 7. V 1 /gauss-c,; however, to reduce
0

free carrier absorption, the element must be operate, at 7- X. Fermarze:; marnets I
are mounted inside the nitrogen dewar and provide a, nearly u-iform maFnetic :le

of Is kgauss over the sample aperture of 5 ,nn. With a field of L .ga-Js a sinaole
0

thickness of 1.5 mm gives the required 4;r rotation. Bu~k absorption and 3- losses

at the anti-reflection coated surfaces give a n3t transmission of 80%. The :5
II.n ..s~. o CJ h :
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apert'.re of the presently available rotator is a severe restriction, .naking

Aifficult the allignment of optical components, already complicated by the lateral

shift introduced by the Brewster angled :odulator. As a result, t,.e ring resonator

approach was abandoned for the present time in favor o: a more direct technique,

employed external to the laser cavity.

3.3 Two Cell M.ethod

The two cell method is illustrated in Fig... The mode-locKed train o" pases,

illustraced in trace (A), is incident from the left and causes breaxdown in the first

cell which, eliminates all subsequent pulses, as shown in trace (B). This cut off

pulse train is incident upon a .artal reflector and a portion of It goes on to a

second breakdown cell. If the focal lengths of the second lens is judiciously

chosen (or the pressure in the cell correctly adjusted) brea'down can be made to

occur on the leading edge of the last pulse in trace (B). The reflected pulse,

trace (C), exits at an angle to the incident beam. To reduce the baczgroind, the

leading portion of the pulse, which is transmitted throagh the -ocus, is prevented

from reflecting back through the optical system by using a light dp. Thus, the

breakdown in the first cell el-iminates the trailing portion of tke pulse train, and

the breakdown in the second cell eliminates the leading portion of the pulse train.

leaving only the desired pulse which is also shortened by the two brea4do' n ro:es.;es.

Wit'- this tech.nique the ratio of the reflected pulse to the background rad'at'or.

level deperDdr exclusively on the quality of. the optial components, .n part-icalur,

on the anti-reflection coat':ins of the last lcns.

At this point "t is use'a! to d"gress briefly an-- discuss sop..e me:...t S .re-

ments of air hreakdown thresholds (Re . l). The predictedi threshold for STP i.'r

brea!:down -s 3 x 10 W!cm (Ref. 1.7), o: . o be- ze :r .amters -

;,f'c-ently large t at !the di::jsion o" :re. lectrons oat of the breaciown region

-x. be neglected; ho-;ever, antil refent .- measurements of air breazdo-.n t:-.'e snotds

have shown an -.%verse focal spot size dependence. siMiLar 'o tr.at s:.own "n Z-rve (B)

of Fig. 7 ith- % threshold for large beam diameters two orde:-s of magn'tade lower

thdn predicted. It is now recognized that particulate matter of .icron and sjbmicron

12
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dimensIons present In the atmosphere at typical concentrations Of 10 -io

initiate breakdown at these lower intensity levels. Canavan (Ref. 18), has pre-

sented an explanation of' the inverce diameter dependence in terms of' the probabilityIof finding a particf. in the focal volkzme, with larger partIcles assuvmei to i.. t. -t

breakdown at lower intensity levels. For particulate initiated air breakdown -a

very weak pressure dependence is -found (Ref. 19). To measure clear-air breadoAn,

Aitra-oure bottled air uas used, and particulate matter was removed by passingPI the gas through a 0.0?5-micron filter. A thoroughly scrubbed brea~dc~un Cell was

used ard a fresh gas filwas used f'or each laser firing as Dprticulate mnatter 5s

driv-,en from the lens a-id the cell walls by the irltpinging raa' Ion. The laser used

in tnese measurements was constrained to t'-.;dame.,.tal mode operati ;n to avoid! the

large spat-Lal fiu.-tuations fo-ant: with multi-m.-,de beams. Lense: of various oa

lengths were us, to focus the radiation in the oreakdow- ceA.L and the foc'al spot

s, ze i.s taken tc *-e F , where F is the -focal length and '0 is tEhe full angle die-

gence of the laser beam. Under thiese conditions the data shown by z-urve !A) are

measured. For the largest ,iea.- 1--ameter a t'!:reshoU i . agreement with the orediCted

zlean-air thresht-Lc -;s observed. ±lor smaller focal ;Pot sizes t.he threshold i-:reases

and a diffusion-u1:re fit to the dats can be made; however, the d''us-Ion Constant

.an order of zagnitCude larapr than excezted :or free electror a]ffrasion, for whCn

no exolanation is available. WIth the 7v%-nsec pulse width use2 in these measure-

n-nts the thresht-c~d is found to increase linrea:rly w.itLh decreasing Dress ure; however,

above atmospheric pressure, only s wea4 pre-isure denendence ic observed. A rtronger

pressure depender(-e would be ex",-'t2e :'or *ulses of' ranoseCors- dj-'ration (Re'. 213).

For Alean air the o ccu;rence o: anrea-own is a steer) !-,nzction of i-tensi4y,

go Ing f rc a 0,% probab ili:tY (< out c Li- identieal 1i 1rigs o: the laser)N to l33:)I

("0 cvents out of 13 sho'-) "or a ii "-, ;nes th -rdlat- o: a

tr~e threszhold hehavior. Since or. t~.e avttrage p=-lZe pnerj;,- was rore n t hs

series of measjrements :t is helI:ed that vpn this saL :ttrcan, be .%no,;nted

o3r vshot-to shot :!.:-tu;a'.o,.s -n tne Laser o%.At ..il-ft th-e t:;reshold i

extremel] sharp. in '-ortrast to this the trea~dovn r bab-ility of laborator:: air

's more gradql. increasing fro-, MpI to 100% for a three-fold :ncrease 'An the Intensity.

A.
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Tlhe saccess of the pulse selection imethod requires renrodcible settings for the

crea. down thresholds ir t~ie two 2ells; therefore, from the preceeding disc,;szso.:

it is clear that clean air conditions ar-e essential.

In the experzrmeflts to be iw escr!-:'d below two combination c-- kenses weie ased.

Tn the first combination, a pair of 3-7--..:- focal length lenses are used in the -rst

-e].l, followed by a 2.5-cm lens in the second cell. ir. the second zomtfnation, a

Lt.'rof 0.4-c:: lenses are used in the first cell, followed bya 3.7-cn flocal length

,lens in the second cell. For a laser with L I. =ad beam divergence, the req-ired

11 2 10 2
ite.,s I? ies for zlean-air brea' doi., are 1.03 X 11- .,c 6.2 x 13 W/cm n

2.3- 3 W/cm in order of incr,: tsing focal iength. The~ required. -!aser nc-.=er

levrels are 1.5 d,0.67 Ni?, and 0.74.~1 respect~v.

3LExperi-ental Rleasarement of' t .e Plasma Rfetvt

This method was tested by, asin-g the self-amcde-lw.cr.d puise t-ra-n from

flonz he-Ucal pi n-tvoe T1EA lase--. The ila-er cavitv consirte'i ol 6-=. ran'" -S

i'rvataire totally reflecting mirror and an j - ref'ecting 'L- o.Atn-t m-rror. ~t-

:.-. m aperture d irectly incr- ie the !at m rror for mod.- s&.ectio-; W t:' t:.: S

configuration a nalse energy of O.31. j and-- a bea= divergen-e o! 1 Mra~ obtane.;.

Theousewidth -'s 233 nseC, giving a pea:, no*wer of 0.2 KJ . As dlsc'-issed abov-e t:::

:ntensity is too low to oroda-e braor: i :1ean. gasses; tn!:.:ore, th~e hfirs'.

Iexoerim7ents vere carriee o-.,, wtn laboratory air inthe brea-rdown cells.
The first exoeriment var co t*ho~t 'h-e -:rst :ell ;r. or-.r to mes.;re

{tlh-e plasma ref-lectivity. z-t res ults itre .?nown in Fipr '. T-~- -

sn~w neinient c-i~e as mo:.A.or-e., oi o I isee rig.~. Tne seconc- t-rce

s-.v.s tereflecteA pust zeen by, t%-. dee -tor at position 2. Thi!.s -'to.a

4 ~ scc.scale, Snows the self-mod -o- rt on t -.e :o-I.,;e tranin an the

a brtupt .J.n-an" of .L.e :aasma re: lectivity-,*. the aick -1 0 t,:rn-on" n, A.F' linited

tthe response of the letecor (-2 13ecL-0,0 riset*me) in-i tre 115 M4Hz ban--

-~ ~ w>t' of tihe osc~illcls-ope (_..2.L. nsez. 13-93, -setimne) g!.. ~ -s ne

of approxiMatelY 3.1 nsec: .%Te magn:t-A-e of tne plasma reflect ivKty zan be esti-

m.ated f-rm these traces. The inzcidernt palse was transmitted throaigh the 'z b1eam
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splitter a.nd a 90% atTenuator was placed in front of the detector to prevent sat-

uration. Thus

(0.5) (o.1) P = 1.5 volts (3.)

P = 30 volts

The pulse incident upon the breakdown cell and the reflected pulse un!ergo a 50%

reflection loss at the beam splitter, thus

(o.5)R (0.5) P 3 0.3 volts

(0.25) (30)

By carefully adjustirug the position of the detector, a reflection signal level

approxi.ately twice '.hat shown in the trace could be obtained; tnus the L% value
is low and 8% may be more appropriate. This h-8% reflectivity is smaller than

the previously reported value of 10% (ef. 10). Under the tightly focussed con-

ditions of this experiment, the curvature of the expanding breakdown plasma may

not be_ perfectly matched to the optics and so only a portion of the reflected

radiation is re-collimated by the focussing lens. The use of longer focal length

lenses, other types of gas, or higher pressures rmay result in an improved reflec-

tivity. In Fig. 8, trace B, a small signal level (,O.02v) is seen prior to t.e

plasma reflectivity, giving a signal-to-noise for the present arrangement of

anroximately 15. This background signal level is apparently die to non-perfect

anti-reflection coatings on the lens and co.jld be reduced by specifying more exact-

ing tolerances for the anti-reflection -.oatings, designing a lens with surface

curvatures which would orovile a minimu. reflected sig.al in a collimated beaz,,

or replacing the lens with an off-axis oaraholoid.

If the reflected beam is to be isefA! it must have a bea: qual- comparabie

to t.at of the incident beam. It was argued that if the breakdown plasma expands I
un :orml- one would expect t-e reflected beam to have a beam qc.m ty corporable

to the incident bear. A test of the quality of the reflected beam -as carried out

as follcws. Using a flat mirror in pLace of the lens it was possible to locate the

detector 2.5 meters away from the breakdown cell. Since the beam reflected from the

15
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plasma was not perfectly coincident with this alligent beam a 4-in focal length

m'rror was used to focus the radiation onto the detector element. The reflected

signal was clearly picked up in this manner and sigr.al levels as high as 3 volts

were measured when the detector was properly centered. Scanning the detector,

the signal was found only over a 3-m range, equal to the diameter of tne detector

element. Thus the focussed spot size o! the reflected beam mast be less tnan I. !.

and hence its divergence is inferred to be less than L,) mrad. This test has shown

that the reflected signal can be propagated over a 2.5-Tn path and that the diver-

gence Is less than 10 mrad. Further worx will be required to see "hether the

divergence is equal to the I mrad divergence of the incident beam.

When the first breakdown cell was placed in the opti.'al train the following

observations were rade. Breakdown oczjred in the first zell an ,roximatel- 5 of

the time and breakdown in the seco.d cell iiewise occared ,D% of tne tie but the

si.ultaneous occurence of brearno-,on in tne two cells vas only about 1 o-t o j0.

Breakdown at these fljx levels reau.res a narticle for its initation, and in

either cell the probability o4 finding a narticle of tne reqcired size is only 5O%;

however. when bre-.doun does occur 'he : "rst cell it .cst often occurs at an

rtensity sufficzentL.y below the peak that t trans..tte£i Dulse 4s no longer -ntense

enough to initiate breakdown In the second cell. increasing the prfessure 4M. t:e

second cell to 130 ps! made no difference since at these small focal spot sizes the

threshold is relatively independent of pressure. Thus the success of the proposec

-ethod recuires clean brea.cdoun, as d-scussed earlier. an-- tne o..t-:t -eam ..st -e

a=plfied to reach the des'red :'lux levels.

:.5 Pulse SeaLz'c-on !7 thY No Zeil .etnod

The experimentaL arrangement used to .,.y t-he p.ase seie-t.on '.etho- w.tn

clean Fases :s shown :n F-g. 9. The s,.:ne =ode ot.t from thne -.ei "& tn -Lype

laser :s arli: "ed 1-v a double rassare throuzn a solid-ca:ns.e -ioble-dis:nsrge

Laser of 75-=m active length. At "tni point fie :.rst hre-'dow cell isntro-,::ed

having two 6 .L-=- focal leng'th Lenses separated by 12 v. The len port.n of

the pulse, which I.s transmitted through the breakdown cell, is then redirected

; 16
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through the amplifier and incident upon the 50% beam splitter, followed by the

second breakdown cell. A 3.7-cm focal length lens is used in this cell. The

reflected beam is propagated over A. 2-m path before being received by the detector.

The Santa Barbara gold-doped germani=m detector and the Tektromix 454 oscilloscope

were enclosed in a shielded box to prevent r.f. Dickap irom the pulsed lasers. The

10-m radius of curvature iirror and the 1:1 telescope of the first breakdown cell

zombined to keep the beam confined to a diameter of I cm or less over the 7-m

opt ical path.

The expected amplification per pass can be estimated from the following

expression develoed for a two-level system (Ref. 21).

E E" E - E In 0 )(3.6)
oj s s exp(-2E/E)(

where E , E , and E are the output, input, and sat-ration energy fljxes, respec-
0 s

tively. g is the small signal gain, and L is the length of the amp-i-f-er. The
0

9.OL-j inoft beam, with an appDroximately 4 :r diameter, has an input energy flIax

of about 0.5 J/cm 2, eaual to the saturation energy flax. Using the expression

above, first and second pass amplifications of 3 and 1.6 respectively, are expected

for a go0L product of 4, typical of the solid-cathode double-discharge operation,

giving a cozbined amplification of L.a. In the actual case, modifications of the

atove expression are expected since the beam profile is gaussian, rather than tte

aniformly illuminated case treated analyt!.atly, and the heam is expanding slghtly

as it proceeds through tne amplifier. Experi.mentally. a firs. pass aplificat:on

of 2-3 was found. Following hrea. 4o-:. in the first cell the energy flux in"
2

bean is reduced to approxinmtely L% of its two pass valie, that is to i j/cm2 , so

that a third stage Pmpl.ficati.on of 2 I's expected.

After two stage-; of amplif-?ation. the power incident apon the first cell is

apcroximately I K-. Since the brea.down of clean air at atmospheric pressure in

this cell requi&res -4.7L4 Y. the Leam has enough power to allow a certain margln for

shot-to-shut variations In the ope.ation of the oscillator and the anplefier.

Brea~down in this cell was observed better than 90% of the time, the misses being

17
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ciuced by erratic performance of the pin-type laser. Breakdown in this cell pro-

d'ices a taw-tooth pulse of 0.7I MW peak power and 100 nsec base. Neglecting

r~icz: sharpening in the amplifier, the factor of 2 gain in the third pass com-

r, rjrtte f'or the 50% reflection loss of the beam splitter and the above described

f:rw-tooth pulse is Incident upon the second cell. Breakdown in this cell requireo'

a power of 0.67 MW and should occur at the 90 nsec mark on the saw-tooth, resultlng

;. reflected pulse of 10 n'ec duration. Breakdown in this cell was aLso ob:;erv,,d

tlr than 90% of the time 'tnd with few exceptions, I breakdown occured in :,rie

c,-!1, it occured in the other. In practice the self-mode-locked structure on the

oitojt pjlse and shot-to-shot variations in the performance of the amplit'ier

ro/11 '!es the argu:neit- presented above. Approximately 60% of the reflected p'ilsw

-o.nrist of a 20-50 naec slice of the incident pulse and contains several nel1-rnPd,-

1.o"i-d pulses of nearly equal intensity. In the remainder of the ctaser, a .-i:i,.

; 'AL: is reflected from the cell. Typical reflected pulses are shown In Fj,,. LI.

trnice (A) a single mode-locked pulse is extracted and from the rJn irij, obrrv, -

on, the trace It can be inferred that the a-tual pulse is considerabley fanter tlI,,n

. nsec response time of the detection system. Traces (B), (C), and (D) Ghow

'0. :, and 50 nec slices from the Incident pulse. These tracei alno exh:bib

' ,, 'ast "turn-on" of the plasma reflectivity.

Greater control over the width of' 'the telected pilse zould bo ,achleve, 1),,, t.I,,,

cLLowi'ng modification to the two-cell arrangement. Basic to the .jftnge its the,

-. 1itinatfort of the third pass throigh 1the amplifier, -;L nce It introducen rin ni'IO,

S"',hie var!ability in the intensity of the pulse incident on the second cell. d

'to .hot-to-shot and spatial variations in the operation of the present arnpllfle'.

r' tour pranne are made through the amplifier the 0.O4-J pulse should be amnplil'iI

, ,, r~ir-tor o! 1. i and the pik Intensity Increased to 2.4 MW. Then, unLiri ril 'i'
9 2

L lene in tne first cell, a pea. inten-ty o, 4.9 x 10 W/cm would I,

o14,)1rvd, whereais 4.5 x 109 W/cm2 Is reriuired f'or cle'in air breaKdown. The r,,i--

S, rjn.1ty o' the transmitted pulse is 2.2 MW trid, *aftor reflection From a 1)U7'

hrr Sp.itter, I.1 MW would be available for breakdown In a second cell. Breivd,,wn

t- r second cell with a 13-cm lens would require 1.07 MW. Hence with truly r.j ;

18
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air breakdown a good control over the pulse selection should be possible with this

arrangement. Fine tuning, if required, could be obtained by making use of the weak

pressure dependence at these focal spot sizes.

3.6 Summary

This section has presented a discussion of pulse selection based on gas

breakdown. An exploratory study was made of the proposed scheme based on break-

down in a unidirectional ring laser, which indicated that additional optical

'omponents would be required to achieve the desired unidirection operation. The P

feasibility of the method was then examined using a two-cell arrangement exterrAl,

to the laser cavity and the following characteristics were deteriined.

'The plasma reflectivity of air at atmospheric pressure was 4_8%
7or a laser pulse of -l0O nsec duration.

(2) The reflected beam could be propagated several meters and appeared
to have a divergence comparable to the incident beam.

(3) The ratio of the signal to the background level was 15:1. The
... background level was controlled by the reflectivity of the lens

*in the second cell. Methods of reducing this level are discussed.
(4) The reflected pulse exhibits a sharp leading edge, faster than the

time response of the detection system. A simple analysis indicates
that the reflectIvity should increase three orders of magnitude in
one generation time. This time is at least 0.5 nsec and may.be
shorter for a fast ramping pulse of Nosecond duration.

Reproducible operation of the two-cell method requires clean gasses in the

breakdown cells and an oscillator-amplifier a~rangement is used to achieve the re-

quired flix levels. Single pulses of nanosecond duration have been extracted from

the self-mode-locked output pulse; however, due to shdt-to-shot variations in the

operation of the oscillator and the amplifier, control over the width of the extracted

pulse is not yet possible.

Additional study of this attractive pulse selection technique will be carried

out. -The suggested modification to the two-cell method should allow a greater con-

trol to be exercised over the width of the extracted pulse. This arrangement will

also be studied with mode-locked pulse trains using the acousto-optic modulator

developed earlier under this contract. Other gases will be used to examine the

1.9
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plasma reflectivity with a view to obtaining a higher ref .ectivity than the

present 4--8%. Finally, having established the validity of the concept, con-

sW -ration should once again be given to the proposed ring laser arrangement.

The most important feature of this pulse selection technique is the sharpening

of the leading edge because of the rapid "turn-on" of the plasma reflectivity,

a feature which may find application in laser-induced fusion. As a result, an

effort will als2 be made to use one of the methods discussed in Section 2 to re-

solve the selected pulses.

20
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Section 4

METAL VAPOR lASERS WITH CLOSED-CYCLE VAPOR FLNW

. Introduction

Metal vapor lasers have attracted considerable interest by virtue of their

pol..ritial efficiency and high peak power output in the visible part of the spectrumi,

part!. larly in the blue and green regions of interest for underwater applications.

r :opper vapor laser, for example, has exhibited efficiency in excess of lw it!

tens of kilowatts peak power at a wavelength of 5106 R. However, the copper laser,

like most other metal vapor lasers with comparably high potential efficiency, is

of the cyclic type in which laser action is self-quenching due to termination of

the lasing transition in a long-lived metastable state. In such lasers it is

...!.sary to substantially remove the metastable population resulting from a pre-

viw output pu.se before lasing can again be initiated. This requirement sets an

D3pprr limit on the pulse repetition rate and thus on the average power attainable

for these lasers. For example, experimental evidence suggests output degradation

at pilse rates greater than about 10 Hz in typical lead vapor lasers, about

2 3IHz in copper, and 10 to 10 Hz in thallium. On the assumption that these limits

ir- imposed primarily by insufficient interpulse metastable depopulatieon, it can

he expezted that enhancement of the metastable depopulation rate should signlfi-

-.'ritly increase the attainable repetion rates. It is thus of interest to consider

tU:a possibility of using rap'd vapor flow across the laser channel as a means oi

-mknaricing metastable removal rates, and thus maximum laser pulse rates.

i.1.1. Description of Evaporation-Condensation Flow Cycle

In the case of materials, including metals such as thallium, lead, mercury 'mlid

• opp:,r, which evaporate from and condense to a liquid state at conveniently atta~ia-

t'L.. temperatures, a particularly attractive method of obtaining rapid vapor flow i:*

or. .nvolving a continuous evaporation-condensation cycle such as Is used in ord',,ary

i::is;_on-type vacuum pumps. In essence, the cycle involves heating a liquid te

produce vapor which streams rapidly to a cool surface, where It condenses. The

coidensate then returns to the heater, e.g. via gravity flow, for re-evaporation!.

21
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One way of pplying such a cycle to flowing vapor in a laser is to use a

la ser discharge tube having ,t hot sidearm (evaporator) at one end and a cool ;,J.o-

arm (condenser) at the other end, with the sidearms connected by a liquid returri

path. However, such a longitudinal flow configuration has the disadvantage o

requiring gas to flow the entire length of the laser tube before it is actually

renoved from the optical path. Flow velocities must then be inordinately high

to achieve useful removal rates. This problem can be overcome by flowing the

Vapor transverse to, rather -han parallel to, the opt: al path. If a narrow ois-

charge channel is used, rapid gas removal can be effected by means of relatively

lo'.., flow velocities.

One method of obtaining transverse vapor flow is to place the working materi-ti

(Li?6, copper, etc.) on the bottom of a simple cylindrical laser tube and then to

,.'!t the bottom of the tube, while cooling the top, as Indicated In Fig. 11. Tie

::rLal melts and evaporates from the bottom, with the vapor ris Ing to and c,!,-

at the top, and the condensate flowing down the tube walls for re-evapor-Oicn.

In estimating the flow rates to be expected i. configurations of the type show:,

Fig. ii. it Is ,iseful to consider the case of an evaporating plane surfa-e

- :'&rated from the condensing surface by a distance not significantly larger tir;

..... free path of the vaporized metal atoms. In I he case o, copper, whici:

o" ".terest because of its g:een radiation and high e1'ficiency, strong laser eml2'-

!-;on s.±s typIcally been observed at copper pressures as low -s 10- Torr, correpc'o:d,-

z.-. to a mean free path of the order of I centimeter. Under these condition., t:

.-in !ree path criterion stated above is approximately satisied for 4-vaporator-

o. dnar spacing of the order of I cm, and the rms velocity (V rms) ot atoms movi:..

:rom evaporator to condenser is determined simply by ttne temperature of the evap-

r-tting surface in accordance with the exprecsion (Ref. 22)

V = 2(kT)' m? (1.i.)rrns

v,,. k is the Boltzmann cornstant, m the atomic mass. and T the evaporation t. '

1i:t-e For a temperature of about lh20°C, corresponding to the assumed 10
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copper vapor pressure, Eq. (4-1) gives V r 105 cm/sec. Thus, for an evaporator-
a5

condenser spacing of I cm an atom spends typically about 10 seconds in the laser,

..e., the gas in the laser is changed at a rate on the order of 1O5 times per

seconq. In this case, the maximum laser repetition rate without output degradation

5 
J

should approach 10 pps, an increase of about two orders of magnitude over the

r:ites suggested by available data for non-flowing copper vapor lasers. It should
-1

bp noted that vapor pressures in excess of 10 Torr, which may be required for

1'r.aximum laser efficiency, may reduce the flow effectiveness, due to collisions

t-teen atoms i'n the vapor. However, the operation of the evaporation.-condensation

,cYcle remains essentially unchanged.

4.1.2 Review of Experiments with Low Temperature Metal Vapor Lasers

Although lead is inherently less efficient and spectrally less desirable (red

1n blue laser outputs) than copper (green output), its low evaporation temperature

:::t, it a more practical vapor for initial work with the evaporation-condensation

SLow cycle. A laser configuration was designed and constructed making use of the

i 'red transverse vapor flow along with other features such as multiple low in-

,i.-z-tance transverse discharges, and high temperature materials resistant to ther-

,L zhock and to cracking by solidification ot the molten metal. With lead as the

'a. medium, proper operation of the flow cycle was confirmed and laser repetition

r'it'p 'n the low kilohertz range were obtained, limited only by the de-ionization

rat.- o: the spark gap used in the discharge pulsing circuit. Problems vith syn-

.,rorization of the multiple transverse dlscharges were largely over come by mis of

-oarate, simultaneously switched capacitors driving the individual discharge

* L trodes.

Thalllutn was found to lase better in the above apparatus than in a conventional,

flo!,-4lowing, longitudinal discharge configuration. Reliable data could not be

ot"-ined with thallin, however, due to rapid coating of the electrode insulators

,:7tt a conductive deposit which short circuited the discharge pulses. This was

not as severe a problem with lead, which produced a non-conducting deposit con-

r Hrting o smdll separate droplets.
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Attempts to obtain laser action in bismuth and antimony, nei'her of which

has yet been reported to lase, were unsuccessful, probably due at least in part

to the polyatomic nature of their vapo*.,s, in contrast to the monatomic vapors of

usual metal vapor lasers.

In work with the "low temperature" metals indicated above, it became apparent

that large differences in both physical and atomic characteristics of the various

metals would make it difficult to achieve a single optimum Laser design for all

metals. Consequently, it seemed reasonable at this point to proceed directly

toward work with copper vapor, which is presently the most promising candidate for

efficient, high power operation.

':.2 Copper Vapor Laser Development

Initial work with copper, using apparatus similar to that used with the low

2t"ie-.a ue.. .metals, provided additional evidence that subsequent work should be

-oncentrated on develipment of a laser configuration for use specificaLly with

cpper. For example, it was found, among other things, that copper was even worse

than thallium in forming conductive deposits on the electrode insulators, and that

tne surface wetting characteristics of liquid coper caused it to :reep up aId out

of metal boats of the type used with lead and thallium. Consequently, it was

necessary to mae major alterations in the earlier laser design.

,.2.1 General Design Considerations

The basic design problem in the present work is to achieve a laser configur.iP'on

.;w'orporatin6 all of the following features:

(1) Rapid closed-cycle copper vapor flow transverse to the laser axis,
making use of a continuous evaporation-condensation flow cycle.

(2) Means for introducing a reasonably uni'crm, snatially confined,
ranidly pulsed electrical discharge in the flowing vapor.

(3) Provision for passage of the laser beam through the electrically
exc.ited vapor uithout allowing copper to escape from the flow cycle.

(4) Protect,,n o" hot materials from oxidation and from other effects of
atmosphe . "c constituents.

VRe problem is somewhat similar to that of des:gning a laser with closed-cycLe
t ransverse flow, but with the added complexities associated with use of vapor which

| " - . ." , , - . .. . . .., . - . . . . - . . .. , , . . .. - - . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. ,2 4. . . .
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readily condenses to an optically dense and electrically conductive coating at any

0temperature lower than about 1500 C, and which tends to react with, melt, or

otherwise degrade many ordinary optical and constructional materials at higher

temperatures.

In developing the flowing copper vapor laser configuration it has been con-

venient to consider the vapor source and the laser channel as somewhat independen:

enti.ties. The vapor source consists of a container (boat) for the molten copper

, ,id a heater to evaporate the copper. Provision is included for passage of vapor

1'rom the source and for return of condensate to the heated region. The laser

channel comprises a region bounded by walls sufficiently cool to ensure conden-

sation (but not solidification) of copper vapor entering the region from the

vupor source. This results in essentially unidirectional vapor flow to the chan-

nelI wall and thus provides the desired rapid removal of spent atoms from the act ivo

Sl~: r volu"me. The channel walls are shaped to induce gravity flow of the liquid

A:-ensate back to the source and must also provide for the introduction and con-

r' riement of a suitable electrical discharge and for through passage of the optical

t,.a-. This is to be accomplished without allowing loss of copper vapor or conden-

s.te and without-permitting excessive discharge penetration into the vapor source

r.?glon. The entire assembly of vapor source and laser channtl, is to be suspended

:r; "rri evacuable chamber provided with optical access ports, electrical feedthrough.-,

va:uu-im and gas backfilling facilities, etc.

,22 Vapor Source Design

Of primary importance in developing the vapor source in the cnoice of materi al

for containment of the liquid copper. Since the copper is to be evoporated from
0thi:- container, the material must withstand a minimum of 1500 to 1700 C withlout

rci.ting with or dissolving in the copper. Attempts to use readily available re-

fra:tory metals.such as tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum nave resulted in attac.K

and e eventual destruction of the refractories by the copper. High temperature

-'ramics appear to better withstand the molten copper, but the hard ceramics such

SV: 'lurina (und also quartz, though its melting point would at best be marginal for
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this application) are apparently wet sufficiently by the copper to cause oracking

of the ceramic as the copper solidifies and contracts on cooling. In addition,

the hard ceramics are not well suited for laboratory fabrication into any but the

simplest forms. Of the readily available materials, only boron nitride and graphite

bave exhibited adequate resistance to the molten copper and to cracking during

^ooldown, while also providing good machinability and ease of fabrication. Boron

n'tride has the advantage of being a better thermal conductor and better electrical

-rsulator than graphite, making it easier to obtain uniform heating of the boat and

to p)revent short circuiting of heating element. These factors, along with the

at that molten copper seems to fall away more cleanly from walls of boron nitride

rVan from those of graphite, have made EN the material of choice for the evaporatinng

boat. Also important in the vapor source design is choice of a method for heating

,.e copper. Only resistance heating techniques have been investigated to date,

nlt..ough electron bombardment, induction heating, etc., might be reasonable alter-

.n°tives to consider. Since direct resistance heating of the copper would require

very large currents, it has been more convenient to use some form of indirect heat-

ing with either graphite or tungsten as the resistive heating element material.

T'-e problem then is to find a suitable means of transferring sufficient heat from

th- heater to the liquid copper. Several approaches tried to date are discus::ed

below.

It was hoped earlier that the surface wetting action of copper on solid metals

(the action causing copper to creep out of some metal boats) would allow use of

re:'-actory me-tal vicks to draw molten copper from a reservoir to the heating elt.ment.

This would have .'equired only the heating element to re.-Th evanoration temperature,

with the rest of the laser remain'ng just hot enough to prevent solidif~cation.

Aettrnts were made tc employ th's .echnique using a tungsten rod heater in con-

.tion w.ti twisted wire wicks of tungsten, molybdenum, or tanta.,m. Of the'e

•wi'-. materIals tungsten and molybdenum provided adequate wicking action and re-

-,ilted in successfil laser operat'on using maltiple transverse discharge excitaI.1on.

T.n ea!n case, however, not only the wick, but also tne adjacent neater material.

w-,s rapidly eroded away by the hot copper. Erosion was substantially less :or
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[ tanta.urn wicks, due ?reyto the reduced degree of surface wetting and the

resultan~t lack of adequate wickIng action.

Heat transfer sor~iewhat similar to that provided by the-_ wi'- technic-le can

also be obtained by usng heater elements whtch directly* touch The mlolten copper.

Tn tlils case the- contact area must be small and each contact poInt must be associ-

at~with an electrically separate pool of copper in order to prevent short cir.

: ting of the heater. Alterrnatively the heater might he coated. with a high

ten'eat~eelectr-ically insulating coating with high the~rmal conductivity and

ath-ermal expansi;on coeffi 5ent matching that of the heater. However, sach a

-oadting has not yet been fo-ind. Tests with the direct contact heater technique

i fered from p~roblems in addition to the required complex muLtiple-pool boat

-on'1aurat ion. For example, the relatively low thermal cor~i-activity of graeohite

r -4*'ters and inalgraphit., surface wettinqs by the copper, coupled vitir the

=,i'*;sarily small contact areas made it diffiCult to transfer suffiient enerrgy

ro-n :.eater to Copper. Tungsten heaters on the other hand have nigh thermal cn

Aa:tivity and are easily wet by copper, leading to good heat trsnsfer ziiaracteristizs.

* Howe-ver, thne tungsten vas again rapidly eroded by the copper and the wettine- ac t~o:.

r-o iased copper to creep out of the reservo-ir aLong the h~eater -airae

The multiple -cpper pools requirei! for i-rect contact h.-ating zan, he avo.-d-i

laigthe heater just above the liquid s.irface, bjt st-Il Internal to tr-e

-;t-or zoiurze, thj!; preventing direc t short czirc:uits wfnile still Drovidii T~oo,-.

* o:.; nenent.Howev-r, heating must thern be co-Ih- h ra-Ilation (rat:-Lr z:%_:

:oriutin)fro.. neater to c-opper, and tn_-s reo_;res su;.-stantfally : :r:.=r

-:-tverat..zres unless Large hetrs.xrface Preis are enod.Tests wi-h x:~sen

.enxters in ts" geometry have suffered again :ron-, heater eros:ion and c-reen-o-_t o:

-,)n,.fr, especialLyv where d4rots of t-ordensate fall bac.-c on and wet the heter.

",rrhteheiters seem not to be limited by tnvese problems, in,; fn :act nave pro-

i~-1 aqate vapor for laser action. However. n w%. :nt i te.as

.. '-'rti~gperlsor prolonged graph-ite heate.* operation rerulted inat. n ar -or.

--oat.!ng on l:quid copper sirfaces. This coating appeared to retarA e~v'.orat-o:! c-'

oprfro,% Ine vapor sour-~ a-n to in-rean-~ its tenden--y to colcct on int.-,- o!-
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surfaces of the vapor source and the laser channel, leading eventually to blockage

of the vapor flow and -f the laser optical path.

In the present reporting period these problems have been overcome by replacing

the internal graphite heater with an external, resistively heated tungsten strip.

Farlier tests of external heaters had resulted in rapid heater failure. However,

thns was due primarily to lack of sufficient heater area, necessitating very high

temperature operation in order to provide the desired heat flux. In the present

design the effective heater surface area is comparable to the external surface area
of the vapor source, and the vapor source is at least several times larger than in

earlier designs. This results in radiative transfer of at least an order of mag-

n.'tude larger heat flux, at temperatures low enough that no heater failures have

Yet been observed in normal operation. The increased size of the present vapor

:tource makes heat shielding more important, though not unreasonably difficult.

Ad.quate shiela-,. is obtained using four to six layers of thin refractory metal

:7rgeets (e.g. tungsten) around the vapor source assembly. The geometry of the

redesigned boat, as in previous designs, has been chosen to satisfy three basic

:teria. First, the depth from vapor port (at top of source) to the liquid cooper

surfa-.e should be at least comparable to the source width. This restriction enFre.

-. s-lntially upward directed vapor flow into the laser channel, simplifying the

nr,.vention of opper loss from the channel. Second, the surface area of copper in

,ontact with the boat must be large enough to provide adequate heat transfer to

tnc copper at reasonable values of heater temperatare. Third, the top port, t!;roa6i

w:..cn vapor enters the laser channel and ondensate ret,rrs to the so-zrze, shoi- l!

bo small enougn to concentrate vapor outflow in the central region o: the laser

.an.el bat large enough to s'multaneously allow return of molten copper to the

-vwanorator. The boat wall must be reasonably thin, to Maximize thro,;.h-wall heat

-o'/'::'ct'ion to te copper.

,.? Efser Channel Design

As in the case of the vapor source, the material of conlztru-ton for the

L,ts r channe.. sl.,uld: (1) exhibit high resistance to hot topper vapor and liq ia.
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(2) be moderately easy to fabricate, and (3) have relatively high thermal

conductivity, to improve distribution of vapor-borne heat to outer radiating

surfaces of the channel. It was initially thought that the channel material must

also be electrically insulating, to simplify proper containment of the electrical

discharge; and boron nitride appeared to be the material of choice. However,

experimental tests with boron nitride showed its thermal conduct'vity to be

marginal for this application. In addition copper was "lound to condanse as drops

and ;Vlobs on the boron nitride, often falling or blowing (due to the high velocity

vapor flow) through or even out of the laser channel, and occasionally bloc:.ing

the optical oath entirely. These problems have now been obviated by the empirical

dis.-overy that discharge confinement is not greatly affected by use of non-insj-

lating channel materials. It is in fact foind that sheet tungsten or molybdenum

pro-otes uniform condensation into a sheet of moLten copper ",nich returns smoothly

",Lo.,g the channel walls to the boat; and the relatively high thermal conductivity,

e pecially of tungsten provides much improved heat transfer charcteristi-s.

Since the laser channel is to act as a condenser for the -opper vapor, it

Irs made of a separate iece of material, relying then on a Joint o: relat"ve,

*ig- thermal impedance between source and laser channel to minimize neat con-

-: tion from source to channel. Under these condit-ons the cnannel is neatec ai-

-ost entirely by condensation of the copper vapor and can be .imes.on. S

tChat neat radiated from te outer surface of the channel balances that del'vere "

1-. the vapor at the desired vapor flow rate and laser cnannel te..erat-re.

As indicated earlier, the interior of tne laser -,hnnel is -onto-.rea cc pro-

-riote gravi'ty flow of conden.ate back to the vapor -ourze. The h:.annel - as'1 Iv

cvlindric l (parallel to the ortical axs of the laser) but w'th^ a downwar'; slore

of the botto sur;ace from bot: en5. towari the :qn-r.l vapor soarce. ,a of

h'h temperatjre ontical indo" ,ater Ials :op-tible w.'th liqu a n ad gaseo s :o: er

di.tates that the -ylinder 1.e open at both ends to allou troug sa-e o, the

Li.ser ream. However, since tne -anneL. s races -re ool enou.h not to re-virorate
oper, _.it is possible to mininize copper loss by itnl'zingr the irectioa:Lo"

c.arcteristi'-s of a relat-vely d-eep and narrow vapor -zour:e. as .revr-ous., -.,! "te,;.

29
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With this a. roach most vapor hits the channel surface directly above the vapor

port, im.ediately condenses on the surface, and eventually slips ao'.n the con-

toured surface into the source for re-evaporation. Refractory meotal wic4s are

found to assist the return of condensate to the boiler, but these have not been

necessary in the present worK. D.perimental tests indicate that relatively little

opper is lost from the channel ends with this type of configuration.

One of the problems in designing the laser channel is that of introducinw

and confinng an electrical discharge suitable for laser excitation. Discharge

electrodes mst be introd-iced in such a way that most of the disciiarge energzv

goes into the central, optically accessible region of the laser channel, and s.

that :ondensat-on of copper on the electrode insulators does not short cir . t

the disciarge. Experimental tests suggest that axial (iongitud:r.aL) discharges

provide more effect've excitat'on than do mult.ple transverse dis.h-arges "n :oooer

vapor lasers ol' the type considered here. For the axial discharge, zatisfa:cticn

of the discharge onfine.ment requirement is facilitated by letti'ng "'h liser

channel "alls provide confinement at t- too and sides of tne discharge. At him

Laser pulse repetition rates the directed flow of copper vapor tends to carry

es, id.ial dischiarge products qpward, providng effective confinemett

o" the discharge. il3wever. at low repetition rates the resi.ue "ron each . oulsfe

,1:siopears before the next pulse arrives, and some other earss o: nottom -onf..n--

7ribt is needed. in ex-erinental tests it nas been fcund that such ::on:ine.ent r--

c,:,res relat.veiy little -n the way of a pih-sical 1-arr. r. in :. -:ere ...- .

. : ttle ds:.a r.7 pen 'tr-,t'on into tne va:or so area as Ic.i- as e

(vapor port) to tne soarce is som-ewnat smaller t:an the overall laser _-nnn-

diameter and as long as the -hannel diameter is not too s.alL coa..pared to t..e

.nterior dizensions of ne vnnor sour-e.

Two methods of preventing insulator failure (due to zopper :on,;.nsate) nave

iee. ried experm.entally. The f'rst relied on the use o: -hieldc ver ele'trode

:nsulators to .terruot Vne ant'cizated strairht line f 1nt of zon-_r atc.s n,-:er

lo. vapor pressure conditions. However. this approach was only par- ial; r .-cesisf 1.

even at lou copper vapor pres.cures. due to tne presene of resid.al gar atom w.":.

3c,
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may evolve from tie hot laser materials or .ray enter the enclosing vacuuim chamber

via sall leaks, ga-Ket outgasslng, etc. DirectLon-changing collisions of copper

atoms with the residual gas atoms resulted In eventual copper coating of even the

best shielded insulators. At higher copper vapor pressures where the assumption

cf straight line atomic flight is no longer valid, even in principle, insulator

Coating was so rapid as to make even brief laser operation impractical.

The second, and more successful, approach to the copper condensate problem

is based on the experimental observation that (at least on some substrates) the

usual uniform vapor-deposited copper fil-i tends to break into separate d-roplets

if the substrate temperature is sufficiently above the copper melting point.

Boron nitride and, to an apparently greater extent, quartz are among the sub-

strates showing this behavior. As a result it '- possible to prevent formation

of conductive coatings on insulator surfaces by -.eeping the temperatlre well above

the melting point of copper, but still below the eva.oration temperature. The

relatively good droplet forming and droplet sne-ddfng characteristlcs, -iong wth

the ready availability and relative chemizal inertness of fused quartz, .nitialU.

.made this the mate: ial of choice for electrode insulators. ffowever, boron n'tride

has since been found to perform. satisfactorily with a longzer service life. The

electrodes have been inserted either throug. the top wall or through the open endus

of the laser channel. with the former techn'cu usual ;, having the advantage of

obscuring less of the laser -hannel cross-section. 1 eitrer case im:inging zopper

vapor provides adequate heating to promote tne desire'. droplet formation on t:e

.nsilator surfaces.

4.2.4 Design Details of Operational Copper Vapor Las.,

Evolution of the ":oregoing design ideas, based on zonstr:t.'on a.nd test c: %

var-ety of _xoerimental unitn, has resulted in Gevelopment of ! nra:tial. opera-

t.onal copper vapor laser -ith closed cvc:le transverse vapor !lov. The lastr.

shown schemat'cally in Fig. 12, inclides an exte:naii; !.eate(d, heat .Kel.e-

bo:Ler, and s. rad'atively -.ooled laser 7hpinnel .- t:: roof-=mounted electrcdes. r:oto-

graphs of the laser are shoun in Figs. 13 and Ii..
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The boron nitride boiler is 2.5 cm square by 7.5 -... deep, with 0.25 cm

th-ck walls and with a slightly constricted top opening to direct vapor into the

thar:nel. The external resistance heater is a r mAil thi'-k by 2.5 cm i;det..,te.

strip mounted close to, bt not touching, the boiler -ails. The heater-boiLerI.ssombly is heat shielded by several layers oi refractory metal zheet. Ti.nvstenr

appears to be best, although molybdenum and tantalum 'have also been ;sad.

The laser channel consists of a boro. nitride base, tapered inside to Drc:ote

'low of condensate to the boiler, and a refractor metal roof serving as tne zon-

dt-nsring surface. Tungsten appears to be the best roof material in terms of re-

sistance to attack by the copper and of high heat conduct.vity. However, molybdenim

m nore readily worked, and more available, and o:fers adequiate performan:e for

laboratory purposes. Tantaliz. is too rapidly attached to be -sefil here. 7he

Laser cannel asse.ly is about 6 cm long, vith I to 2 cz transverse dimernZIons.

M',- .ined boron nitride electrod: insulators protr.de a "ew millimeters tnrogn

t' chnnel roof, spaced by 2.5 cm. The electrodes are of tngsten wire, pointed

" :1sh-=ounted in the innulators to in'aimze the el ctroie s-urfaze exnosed tc

'opper vapor. The minimal surface exposure prevents large drops of copper zon-

.- ate fror- hanging on the eleztroie tips.

The entire laser assembly is mounted In a vacj., ti''.t. water cooled h-er

ec :pped with electrical feedthroaghs and "iith gas : il.nr and evacuatfon port.

P-e' ster angle windows '[n the chamber *alis onnosite the ends of the laser :z:.:.'!

rov~ce access to external refleztors :omr'sing t;he aser resonator. Energj -or

th * eLa*tr_'ral discharge laser ex:it.ton Is stored In cana-itor exter.nal "o t:.e

-.. er and :s supplied to the laser eleztro-es throogn a sr:. sv"t c. gao

.. ':..tance discharge circit.

f.. C(O.per Vapor Ftser 0: -ration

Tn o-erj 0ion, the boiler is typizalLj -na f'i-led "tn coer. aron :.:

','s is .dimtted to tne ather at -t presrte soLehv- Less tr. one Torr. -.n

-onper :r heated intil a br'gr.t liou'd co.--r s._net :ns con .ned on t:: :n.-'r

o:" th-e Laser channel roo:. Tp.ca. roe ....... .'.



-F1923-832-6wit a biertpraueo aou 10C The external resonator mirrors are
aligned y conventional methods J the discharge capacitor is then charged.

.1h-s capac-'tor is discharged into the vapor filled laser channel through a trij--

gered or overvoltaged spark gap. Laser operation has been achieved for - wide

range of capacitance values (several hundred to several thousand picofarads),

charging voltages (3 to 30 kv), and outo-A. mirror reflectivities (ito 99 perczent)

hv-wever, rciost observations have been ~a~with a capacitac Vf 5.3pcag

voltage of about 7T kv, and output tirror re'LEctance of 33 perc:ent. In spite o-f

hesort active discharge region (2.5 :m) and the small diiscnarge energies

employed (of order 1132 joule), laser output nor---tLyr occurs on both1 tne green

rL3 9and the -el1ov 5782 R c=oer trarnsitior:; prd~nnl nthe green.

Hcrdever. either uavelength- can be obtained alone by asuil x-isz or A-1f.raction

gratin selection te,=-iques. 7fpical output p.ilses at 51-,f R extit- ::ea~r owers

0. cOr'zer 13 wat'ts, with a pulse -;*%ratio- (FWV-- ) o;' 20 to 33nsec:, t:-=s ylel in~g

:A.se energies up to a few microjue.Teotntba siiorl lia

over %n are! carrespond-inP to tetransverse -:ro&';-ection of th-e laser chnannel.

a:.d exhibi.ts a half angle beam divergence sligntly larger t!an one

It is cbserv.ed that the laser output eneray decreases sIgnifizartly and

-'ntniayas trte Laser reso-Ator lenznh is, '..:ased beyond the 4,-, = =arror

- -g presently e~jployed. chnalconstraints -n the- vreseni annarat,:s nr'--

-- s1*%t9a . -duction of trne resonator lenizth-: altl-ou-i. It aoears -Zea

~*v ;cnrecuztion would aD ,ez-ablUy 1-crease the Laser tt.This re~onr%!'cr

i-n~t der~nceislargely-. d';e to the ft.tnat lon- rescrrttors li~it tn~

.!-- of ;ssp !~g!t can ma~t througn t*:e- Laser .rigth-e sh-ort electrI.al

*~-7to :e. For- exanple, the -' nzec ro;dtip---~;t t:.e for 1!gnt r% a

* ~resonator allous only a feu -Ase,; throu:gh T-he act vc d _- -. tee

-- 's'~ndexcitati-on ;.ilse n-ser~tly*- enp1iove-i. In litjir-1 AGS-Ir.nZ. lar -

i-' - ncrezr'ed by -- X ;zng t-- res,:nator lenrt-. ani/o -....... 1-

actv'~~edun. In either : ase Lgnt c- b& a~rzI-fe- to n..ener :en.

- igthe exTitation' cilse Andrd trtzs extra:- z=ort- oftn ava: UL-lie ene: -

nt Ct Zed
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Vapor loss from the laser channel ends is relatively small, since the boiler

walls direct the vapor toward the channel roof, where it condenses and returns as

liquid to the boiler, rather than undergoing rapid gaseous diffusion out the

channel ends as in conventional "oven-tube" lasers. As a result, the laser can

be operated for short periods of time even with no buffer gas. However, it is

found that addition of a small amount (les than one Torr) of argon buffer gas

provides a significant additional reduction of out-diffusion. This small amount

of buffer gas appears to have negligible effect on the copper vapor flow as long

as the copper vapor pressure ic sufficient to displace buffer gas from the flow

region. Even with buffer gas, it is observed that vapor diffusion begins to

noticeably cloud the laser windows within a few hours. However, tdis canibe

prevented by circulating the buffer gas slowly past the window surfaces. In the

present work this has been accomplished by slow infusion of argon across the windows

while pumping on the chamber to maintain an equilibrium buffer pressu re of about

0.75 Torr. However, it is felt that simple convective buffer flow would probably

be adequate in a suitably designed chamber.

With buffer gas flushing the windows as indicated above, the laser can be

operated for periods of at least eight to ten hours without attendance. At the

end of this time no clouding of the windows is apparent, and the laser output

exhibits no noticeable degradation. The copper level in the boiler has usually

dropped significantly during this period, however, and is replenished at the end

of the run. Lifetime of the laser itself is now limited by pitting of the external

boron nitride boiler surface, which results in loss of copper through tne holler

walls after a few tens of hours operating time. It is felt that a better Crade

of boron nitride (commercially available but considerably more expensive) might

Increase this service life significantly. Alternatively the boiler and heater

surface areas might be Increased to permit adequate heat transfer with lower heater

temperatures, thus reducing thermal gradients in the boiler walls.

Based on the transverse dimensions (1 to 2 cm) of' the laser channel and on a

copper vapor temperature of about 17000C, the time required for substantial purrin

and vapor replenishment in the laser channel is estimated at 10 to 20 microiecondr.
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Thus the flow should be sufficient to prevent laser pulse degradation at repetition

rates to nearly 10 pps. As a test of repetition rate capability, the laser was

double-pulsea by means of tuo identical, paxallel-wired capacitor discharge circuits

with independently triggered spark gaps. The delay time between pulses was variable

5over a range corresponding to repetition rates from zero to more than 10 pps.

44Oscilloscope displays of the laser output showed that up to a rate of at least

5 x 10 pps the two electrical pulses produced virtually identical laser output

pulses of about 25 nsec duration (FIHM), with pulse energies up to a few micro-

joules. Even at somewhat higher rates the laser pulses appeared to be identical

when both pulses were recurded. However, at these higher rates the second laser

pulse was seldom observed at all, due apparently to discharge of the second electri-

cal pulse into the metallic laser channel roof. It is thought that ions carried to

the electrode insulators by vapor flow following ,.he first pulse, are not fully

recombined when the second electrical pulse arrives, so that these ions guide the

second pulse along the insulators to the roof. These observations appear to be

consistent with the vapor replenishment rate estimated above.

An attempt was-also made to run the laser continuously at high repetition rates

using a single free running spark gap discharge circuit. Due to (leionization

limitations of the spark gap (even with gas blast assistance), operation was not

reliably achieved at pulse rates higher than 10 pps. Up to this rate, however,

no degradation of peak pulse power or pulse duration was observed. An oscilloszope

photograph of a typical output pulse is reproduced in Fig. 15.

The laser described here has been operatdd on the 7229 R laser transitio:, of

lead, as well as on the 5106 X and 5782 R copper lines, although the thermal

design is far from optimum for the relatively low melting and boiling points o.

lead. It is thus anticipated that the vapor flow technique used here should also

be appliable to other gaseous laser media which condense readily to the liq.Icd

state.

L.4 Summary

Work with several "low temperature" metal vapor lasers, and with a variety of

configurations for oeration at higher temperature, has led to a practical de;ign
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for copper vapor laser operation utilizing fast closed-cycle transverse vapor

flow. The flow is produced by means of an evaporation-condensation cycle with

gravity return of the condensate. A small laser of this type has been operated

at repetition rates in excess of 5 x 10 pps--about an order of magnitude greater

than rates reported prior to this work. Service life of the laser is limited to a

few tens of hours due to degradation of the vapor source. However, improved ma-

terials now available may prove more durable. Although the present demonstration

model laser is small and relatively inefficient, the design appears to be readily

sc.lable for increased power and efficiency.

It may be noted that the closed-cycle evaporation-condensation low cycle

empi.oyed here is also applicable to other gaseous laser media which condense

readily to the liquid state. The technique is especially appropriate for

applications where sealed-off laser operation is require".

II
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Section 5
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Section 6

RESEARCH SUMARY

The research carried out under the present Office of' Naval Research Contract

has resulted in nine journal publications, and these as well as other results are

reviewed briefly in this section.

Two New Passive Q-Switching Agents

Q-switch.'ng the laser cavity with a saturable absorber is an efficient method

of obtaining short, high-power CO laser pulses. Prior to the work done under
2

this contract, sulfur hexafluoride and boron trichloride had been reported in the

literature as being efficient passive Q-switliching agents for several CO2 laser

Unes. In the present program two new gases, chlorotrifluoroethylene (C2F3Cl)

anud d.fluorodichloromethane (CF£2C12, commonly known as Freon-12), have been dis-

covered for passive Q-switching of the CO laser can be passi-tely Q-switched.
2

Further, passive Q-switching on the P-branch of' the 9.4 micron band was achieved

:'or the first time. These new Q-switching agents are not only useful in the

,xoeriments carried out under the present contract but will also prove of value

.hgh resol,,ion investigations of transient phenomena in absorbing media. T-.s

papir a.-,-eared in the October 1, 1969 issue of Apol ed Phys'cs Lttters.

Si-ultaneojs laser a, ior: of CO2 and N 20 molecules in a CO -T mixture gas2 22 2 '

basr ias been reported :n the literature (Re,. 23). M ;ional wore is nee6e

tc -'eter -ne the feasibl ity of obtaining ncbstantial power simultaneously :ro. two

:'erent molecular gases In a co-c.r.orn discharge. By us;nr a seg:.enter dischage

. however, the two gases can be isolated and the mixt.,res adjusted4 :or opti..m:

-pr-tion. S'multaneous os':illation on N 0 and CO o.:ers a possible in'rease
2 2

1.;it; t"rourh the ntermix o: ! 0 and CO lines whi h do not 'ompete, as 'o
2 2

tL.e lines o: the individual molecules. Cince N0 has not been suhlectea to thew

=xte:sive ,::vestigatons given C02 , there is little nform.at"on ava'la'rle on :tr
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pulsing behavior. In view of this, a preliminary study of the pulsing behavior

oN 2 0 has been initiated. Using SF 6 and Freon-12, passive Q-switching of a N2 0

Laser has been observed for the first time. Phase-locking of two transverse modes
during Q-switched operation of the N 0 laser has also been observed for the first

2
time. A paper entitled "Pressure Q-Switching in N 0" has been published in the

2
September 1970 issue of the Journal of Quantum Electroni.cs.

Continuous Passive Mode-Locking

Under the present contract, mode-locking has been investigated as a means

of obtaining short, high intensity pulses at the 10.6-micron wavelength. Mode-

locking ol the CO2 laser has been reported in the literature using SF6 as a

bleachable absorber (Ref. 2)). In their studies, optical cavities of up to 16

meters in length were used to reduce the axial mode frequency separation. In

th'_-'manner, three or four axial modes were above the oscillation threshold. The

CO2 laser at a pressure of 10 torr has a half-intensity line width o1 50-60 MHz

md. except in very long cavities, only a !ew axial modes are contained within

th, bandwidth. It is of' interest to determine the effect of locking more t han

a few axial modes of a CO2 laser, and pursuant to this objective, an optical delayn2

lin.? was constructed and incorporated in the laser resonator, producing a h5-

"-ter-long cavity. With this cavity length the axial mode-spacing was 3.3 MHz,

a d it was anticipated that 10 or more axial modes could be locked in phase. Be-

cause of the increased cavity losses due to reflections in the delay line, only

a 1ew of the modes near line center were observed to oscillate. These modes were

locked in phase producing 60 nsec half-width pulses at 300 nsec spacing. Contrary

to previous experiments, this laser was mode-locked on a continuous basis, pro-

ducing a continuous train of uniform amplitude mode-locked pulses. The di-ter-n'.!

between this experiment and previous ones is that the several modes locked in phase

in this experiment lie on the relatively flat portion of the gain profile near the

T.nter of a gaussian line and are simultaneously above the oscillation threshold.

thus enabling the laser to continously mode-lock. With shorter laser cavities, ts,

ror example, those used by Wood and Schwarz (Ref. 2h), the modes are farther ;ro-.
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the line center where the gaussian gain profile drops off sharply and Q-switching

is required to increase the gain of the modes above the oscillation threshold.

This research is described in detail in the December 1, 1969 issue of Applied

Physics Letters in a paper entitled "Continuous Passive Mode-Locking of a CO2

Laser."

Self-Mode-Locking

In addition to the passive mode-locking with bleachable absorbers, sell-mode-

locking of a CO2 laser has also been observed. This was achieved with a rotating

mirror Q-switching laser and the resulting 10 to 12 nsec pulses were the shortest

CO2 laser pulses directly observed to date. The decrease in pulse length below

the normal CO2 line width limit of about 20 nsec is attributed to a saturation

broadening of the pulse spectrum. The laser output consisted of a train of pulses

in a Q-switch-type envelope, each pulse separated by the round trip cavity transit

time. Cavity lengths from 5.5 to 19 m were used. The initial pulse in each train

was acout 25 nsec wide. The subsequent pulses were observed to decrease succes-

sively in width until a minimum width of about 10 nsec was reached.

The evolution of the pulse train can be explained in the following manner:

During the time in which the laser is misaligned, a high population inversion

builds up in the normal manner. As the mirror comes into alignment, the gain o:

several modes is above threshold due to th..s large inversion. If the cavity lenrth

is such that the modes are properly positioned on the gain profile. then a mode-

locked pulse, whose width is determined by the oscillating mode spectrirm, Uill

develop due to the mode interactions in the laser medium itself. As the pulse

intensity increases, it becomes suffl.'iently high w'thi.i the cavity so that the

leading edge begins to deplete the available inversion as it is amplified. Since

the pulsewidth is shorter than the rotational relaxation tlme, the available :n-

version :s only that of the single transition on which the laser is oscillat ng.

The trailing edge of' the pulse thus sees a much smaller inversion and is only

sJightly amplified, resulting in pulse narrowing. Sufficient time exists between

oulses for the restoration of a pooulation inversion by energy transfer from the
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half-width of 5 nsec were obtained with a gas pressure of 450 torr and a 2.2

meter cavity length. These pulses represent the shortest self-mode locked CO_

pulses that have been observed to date. More detailed data is contained in the

United Aircraft Research Laboratories Report J247. A paper entitled, "Mode-Lock-

ing of' an Atmospheric Pressure Cross-Excited Electrically Pulsed CO Laser," was

pubiished in the April. 1971, issue of' the IEEE journal of Quantm Electronizs.

Effects o" Diffusion on Saturation Intes ity

The capabilities of a laser oscillator or amplifier can be specified by tne

small signal gain and the saturation intensity of the laser medium. MeasurementF

were made of these two parameters in a flowing gas, electrically excited CO laser

amplifier. It was determined that the sat.ration intensity (i.e., the intensity

recqired to reduce the gain by a factor of two) was strongly dependent on the

size of the beam, a result which vas not expected nor predicted by an existi:,,"

theoretical model. From these mea.surements 't was shown that the increase in

sat.iration intensity with decreasing beam size was due to molecular dil.f usion

of excited CO molecules. The diffusion of molecuies was s ......... l, fant to

be :mnortant in .aintaining the laser inversion in th_ oresence o: st.miiateJ

e-,'s-ion. A simolified theoret.al model was develoed whc., too.,. into account

:.ol-2,lar diffusion and ex.la- ned qualitatval: the dependen:e of satarator. o:.

r-eam size. The details of the measurements "-nd the tteoret:-ai mo-.el -are -:or.-

t-r:e' i pubLshed u-,Etoo or ':- S

o: a CO Laser." in tne 'Uovemnber 1, 19) .Ssie o." Ap::Ied ?..sics Lettrs.

Velocity Dependence of tne. G%:: o: a CO lAser

Experiments were carried out to examine the e::e:ts ol gas flow .eloct-:.

botn the dire-tion and magnitude, on the Eain of n z. CO2 laser beam. The ,%.-

velocity was varied between - 0 and 13 m/sec in a 2.c meter lon', 2.', .-m

L: -Lectr'cally excited :0 laser armplIfier; and the gain of a 3.2'. ',
2

.- ahle probe laser was measured as a iof the .. *!.. . T'e meat .-e-

13 .
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ments yielded the small signal gain and saturation intensity of the laser as a

function of gas velocity. The small signal gain increased with increasing gas

velocity whereas the saturation intensity decreased. The optimtn output :f the

laser is proportional to the product of the small signal gain times the satura-

tion intensity, and this product was found to be independent of velocity w.thin

the experimental error of the measurements. The most interesting results were

obtained for the intermediate flow velocity where the gain was observed to be

a function of the direction of propagation of the oscillator beam with respect

to gas flow. Effectively, the saturation intensity was greatest for propagation

in the direction of flow. The velocity dependence of the gain is attributed to

the dissociation of CO into CO and 0 • For dwell times in the laser of - one
2 2

second, there is an axial gradient in CO which leads to an axial gradient in sa-

turation intensity. It is most efficient to propagate in the direction of in-

creasing saturation intensity which is the flow direction. Details of the

experimental results and their interpretation are contained in the technical

report, "Velocity Dependence of the Gain of a CO2 Laser," which was published

in the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, Vol. QE-7, September 1971.

Atmospheric -ressure Argon and Freon-12 fAsers

A cross-excited electrically pulsed discharge has been -ised successfully

to obtain laser action at atmospheric pressure with two dif:erent gas .ix..ures.:

a 9 to 1 mixture of He and Ar la-: ng at a wavelength o' 1.79 and a 9 to 1

,ixture of He and Freon-I2 at 1.59 ur.- The nuis. have a shave sn:Iar to the

gain switched atmospheric pressure CO pulses. For He-Ar, the p;lse " s
2

0.2 &sec, and the pea4 power is measured to be approximately 10 .:'ou .tt.

higher than previously reported values for the pulsed Ar laser. For the lfe-Fr-Go!-

12 !:xture a peak power of 0.5 kilowatts is i.easured. This represents a :on-

s.derable pouer increase over the c lazing o, Fre.on-12, w.,ih has been n-ower

L'mited to lass than I ,..Uiwatt with low pressure (<1 torr) discharres. T!-

gain of these mixtures is found to be comparable to the gain measured with th.

CO -N -He mixtures at atmospheric nressure.

2 2h
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Metal Vapor Lasers

';onventional copper vapor lasers employ more or less uniformly heated refrac-

tory discharge tubes in which copper evaporates slowly f:-om small nel1,-* and

diffuses throughout the tube interior. Inert buffer gas at a Dressure of sev.ral

Torr carries the electrical discharge to the evaporation region and slows vapor

diffusion, to minimize copper loss and coating of the laser end windows. Mcst

attempts to increase the average output power of such lasers by increasing tne

pulse repetition rate have apparently been hindered by inadequate interpulse

removal of long-lived metastable atoms. These metastables absorb the laser

radiation, zausing self-tennination of each pulse and preventing immediate
3

initiating of the next pulse. Repetition rates on the order o: I' ups are typ-

ically reported (Ref. 26) and it is found that the peak pulse power tends to

irop -apidly" above a few thousand ops (Ref. 27) even when care ".s taKen to ensu;re

tnat vapor oressure, temperat zre, and electrical excitation chara.,teristics remain

constant.

Under the present contract, UARL has recen:tly demonstrated extended o-Is e

rate .apab'litv in excess of 5 x 10 Dps. without degradation of peae ot.t pouer.

This has been accomplished by developing a laser shown szhemat':.aly in Fig. 12.

I: w.. copper vapor flows transversely to the laser channel, sweeping metast-.h Le

atoms razidl- from the discharge region. The flow is provided by aontin.oJ.

evacoration-condensatfon _*ycle similar to that employ;ed in a. f.s [on vac z p-.:.

Ref inements of laser channel geometr', electroi con: -gra ion -an- .... ; •

-... r...sllow reli.--le. reeata.le. lan .; operation :or neriod:. o: to -. ,:.t

ho;rs "ithoot. a'ntena:.ze, a-"ter whi::. repl. n -ihmen-.t of the copper sprly is

*ri.lly required. Lifetime of' t;he, laser channeL and evaporator apars to ce

tIp.cally, several tens of operating ho rs. Thi:s Laser has also been s_-:s:, LL,

operated w.th lead vapor (7229 9%, as the active -. m lt, aLtho ,,- t -. I r.ai

5esii:- is poorly, suited to the relatively low temneratres associated w!ti. lea.

The present laser was designed soleLy for the p.;rpose of demonstra n,.-

"easibility 01 o: ,ise rate enhance.ent by means of transverse vapor !low. 0:.

I ,
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sequently it is small, and relatively inefficient, with peak pulse powers typ'Cally

in the 10 to 100 watt range. However, it appears that the design should be scala-

ble to cnniderably larger size, with a corresponding increase in output power

and efficiency. A paper based on this work has been submitted for publication in

the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics.

Forced M~de-Locking

Forced mode-locking of the atmospheric pressure CO2 laser was accomplished

w ith a germanium acousto-optic modulator, giving a measured pulse width of 1.5

nansec and a peak power of 28 Megawatts. The pulse resolution is imited by the

bandwidth of the amplif;er chain and the actual pulse width is estimated to be

1 nanosecond with a peak power in excess of 25 Megawatts. Previous forced Mode-

lozking experiments (Ref. 27, 28, 29) were lir:ted to peak powers of 1-1. Megawatts

because of the high insertion loss and low damage threshold of the anti-reflezt!ou

coated modulators. The modulator used in this work was a Brewster angle =oduiator

which had a power insertion loss of only 50 % and withstood the fall Intracav'ty

intensities without damage. Special design considerations were required to

s ..ultaneously satisfy the Brewster angle and the Bragg requirement ;or acousto-

optic modulation. This work was presented at Electro-Optics '72 East and has

"-neared in the proceedings of this conference.

Photon-Drag Detector

A high speed photon-drag detector -as developed :or the =ea.n'rement o:

mode-locked C0 oulses. From a study of the properties of .oed erman:= a

.-election of 5 ohm-zn p-ty.. :aterial was made for opt:n, sensit'vity and t

.!mensicns were chosen to give a 50 oh. elenent. t- n& the detector to

o4 transmission lne was accompl.shed throigh a low in .:tanze oax.ai. 4F'sgn -i:.

.re domai;n reflectomery measirements showed a :cut response of r2 .sez.

The sensitIvity of the detector was calibrated and found to he i- n.!ii.%o-a:.',

W1gawatt. Althoug. the speed of this detector is inherentlt 3.3 nse:, the lo'
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sensitivity reoui-re- the use of an anlifier Inl order to disola7 teroe-loc- e"

pulses on a fast Tektronie 519 oscilloscope. This limits the direct measarement

of oulsewidths to approximatelylnsec. Pate]. (Pef. 2) has saggeste', an idrec-t

pulse 'neas'.rement technique, emnploying a photon-drag detector arid a fast rec:t!! :er

cridge. The sign of the photon-drag signal depends or the direction of propagat; on

of the pulse Uirough the detector. If a mode-lockzed pulse !S' s-LIAt into 1t-o eC-*al

intensity pu"_±_s and the pulses are urcdnuon a detector f2roa bot. s-des, the

mxeasured vo'-age depends upon the degree of palse overlap, as shown i7n Mg. I.

The instantaneous voltage waveform. oc'-'r on a time scale too fast :or direct dis-

play: however, if the outoit is rectified, the net voltage --an be displayed on a

slow oscilloscope and us-,d to measure the suatial extent ow" the CA.Se. Patel's

s-_zggestion has not been red dced to pracztice, to our knowledge, anv; in the past

y'ear ue have designed and constructed this type of detector. The ixey elenents of

t;±.e design are a low inductance zon'figurat ion and mat icrowave &sw!niZ;

a a suffi-Ciently low turn on voltage. 12abric-ation of' tne iiildvcsi
cocoeteandtesing~iM proceed in; the near fjtire.

Double Disc.harge Diser

Asoli'd-cathode :ouble-dischrre laser Ias !-een o: trsc'ted wJ c na:5 %!-

t--rem.eLy un-IfOrm diszharve, :,igh specific o-tn).it of 20 *;oAes/liter. and4 %

of L~c.The Loyj elem-ents oe the design are a l-cw Ind-zctanze iiszharj -!

i pair of -n-.or= potential electrode-. and a pair- o: tr~gurer wires tnr0;;. n

elect'!rode cri-oPlane whic h edc a sh:-nv~ rtense -'t -*

-lesirable ore-onization nrior to t.;e mnain U;)g. i to 'ci'

energy :Nave been extra7Vted :ro= tl-e- Ia:'er -.- t% p-% -earwor :n -'-o o:

t.Mega-at!"s. T!he :)j 1. "';:,e de~ o% t.,-- :t: v aj

cr-terzed ale--A.n' !:n:f of E-0 ns-- : w. it :c~love a .n

:eziy2 use:: long~ taiL. Vario;:s Zavit;, %rran.:eent- and :.sza;±Ae rerc%- ^-r

-cn~:g~a ~ ;s ivL- been aseJ' to obtain a deiaeoi.'.,t !-ean 7-eg-Y -

~~gaC&n- Of th.:e 7%,:m ton; d:s=c'.ge ata j.ectioLv-!ii-.tV

a a.n -e,- -n;- length. -:f "Wzz. Tss his. gain an-4 q.ort %r' ., i- z n- rI
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the uniform -9-1ume excitation, are advantageous for ultra-short pulse generation.

Thin Film Modulators

The high modulation frequencies, required for the generation of ultra-short

CO2 pulses, present technological problems for bulk modulators but can be con-

veniently achieved in theory with thin film wave guide structures. An exploratory

researchprog.'am was initiated on GaAs epitaxial thin films grown on n substrates.

The codpjing of radiation into the films was demonstrated with germanixrn prisrms

giving coupling efficiencies as high as 40%. Under development is a phase grating

coupler, which will be required to launch radiation into thin films with a low

-ndex profile. The characteristics of TE and TM modes in guides of different

tickness and index profile were studied both analytically and experimentally.

It was found that the modes are most strongly attenuated in the presence of metal

electrodes, which are required for active manipulation of the optical radiation.

The simultaneous excitation of two orthogonal guided modes of equal amplitude

was demonstrated, a step toward the realization of a polarization modulator.

Gas Breakdown Limit on High Pressure CO Lasers

2

Gas breakdown inside the active laser medium has been observed with the

double-discharge laser and it was recognized that Lhis would present a funda-

:!.ental limit on the use of high pressure lasers for short pulse generation. The

r-;l. break.down threshold of typical laser mixtures ws measured as -a function of

team ~liameter and gas pressure. For pulses shorter tnan 0.1 Usec and beam, dia:neters

larger than 0.2 cm the breakdown of the active laser medium is decrjr. ed by an
2energy flux of 5 joules/cm and it decreased with increasing pressure. The satur-

ation energy of the laser mixture is 0.5 joules/cm. and increases ith incre-)s"

pressure. These competing trends indicate that a maxrr-.,i:,. pressure will exist ,'bove

wh:'; gas breakdown will cause a termination o; the laser pulse developinv in the

laser medium. From a study of the ampllfici.ion of short plses, it is'

that :or efficient operation the pres.ure must be limited to 2-4 atmosphere. This
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is a severe limitation on the use of CO lasers for short pulse generation and
2

amplification. A paper based on this work was published in August 15, 1972

issue of Applied Physics Letters.

PulsE Selection Based on Gas Breakdown

The standard method ,.f selecting a single pulse from a mode-locked train

employs an electro-optic shutter; and precise timing circuitry, such as the use

of a laser triggered spark gap, is required for the selection of a single intense

pulse. As an alternative to this approach, a novel method employing gas break-

down in a pair of cells has been demonstrated under this contract. The focal

lengths of the two cells are chosen to give nearly coincident breakdown thresholds.

The first cell is used in transmission; the beam reflected from the second break-

down plasma is the desired pulse. Thus, the first cell clips the trailing portion

of pulse and the second cell eliminates the front portion of' the pulse, leavina

a single pulse in the case of a mode-locked pulse train or the central slice

of a pulse in the case of Q-switched pulse. In the study of this technique it

was found that a plasma reflectivity of I4-,% holds for atmospheric pressure air

ith 100 nsec pulses, the rcflcted beam has oood beam quality, and a signal.-

to bac.ground ratio of 15 was typical but could be improved with a better optical

d-sign. With clean gasses in the cells the breakdown thresholds are extremely

sharp, a necessary -ondition for the success of this method. The pulses selected

v:; this method ranged from a single pulse extracted from a -t-f-mode-loc.ed train

to a 50 nsec slice out of the Q-switched output pulse of the TEA laser. Morli-

fications to the existing arrangement are under study to allow a greater ccntrol

to ne exercised over the width of the selected pulse.

The pulse reflected from the breaKdown plasma have an extremely sharp leading

edge, faster than the time response o! the detection system (--3.l nsec). A simple

analysis 'ndicates that the plasma re'lectivity increases 3 orders of "agn.it.1de

in one generation time, approximately 0.' nse: for a long duration square laser
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pulse at threshold. A considerably faster growth time would be expected for a -

fast ramping pulse of nanosecond duration. This is the most important feature

of the present pulse selection technique, and further study is of the risetime

is planned.

5
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SPATIAL - OVERLAP PHOTON - DRAG DETECTOR
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V,~920832 -6 FIG. 6

TWO- #,ELL PULSE SELECTION METHOD

DETECTORS

c2

a) EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT2

(B)

h) PULSE TRACES AT POSITIONS A. S. AND C
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AIR BREAKDOWN THRESHOLD VS BEAM SIZE
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PULSE REFLECTED FROM BREAKDOWN PLASMA

(A) INCIDENT PULSE: 0.5 V/liv, 100 nsec/div
(ATTENUATED lOx)

(8) REFLECTED PULSE: 0.2 V/div, 50 :sec/hiv
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FIG. 10

PULSES SELECTED BY TWO CELL METHOD
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OUTPUT PULSE FROM COPPER VAPOR LASER


